Liver transplantation for familial amyloid polyneuropathy.
Familiar Amyloid Polyneuropathy (FAP), an autosomal dominant inherited multisystemic disorder was first observed by Corino de Andrade, a Portuguese neurologist, in 1939. This disease of Portuguese origin was probably spread by fishermen, mainly to Sweden and Japan. It is characterized by a progressive peripheral polyneuropathy and autonomic neuropathy (erectile sexual disfunction, gastrointestinal disfunction, bladder dysfunction and cardio vascular disease) and malnutrition. There are neural and systemic amiloid deposits. Type I FAP, of Portuguese origin, is the most common variety. The amyloid protein is the variant transthyretin (TTR) in which methionine (MET) is a substitute for valine in position 30 (TTR MET 30). It is mainly produced by the liver (90%) and, in small amounts, by the choroidal plexus. Symptoms usually start in the 3rd and 4th decade of life and the patients usually die within 10-15 years. From the therapeutic options--plasmapheresis, immunoadsorption and liver transplantation; the latter seems to be the only one, which stops the production of TTR MET 30 in a permanent way, by means of the liver. The lack of any other effective therapy and the success of the first liver transplantation performed in Sweden arouse great hope. So far, around 300 patients have been transplanted all over the world. A hundred and thirty of them were transplanted in Portugal. A Kaplan Meier survival curve of the Portuguese patients shows a survival rate of 78% at 5 years. However, in spite of the progression of the disease being halted, the irreversibility of some neurological lesions seems to persist. This fact raises the problem of the timing of the transplantation. It seems that the patients should be transplanted as soon as the symptoms start, since mortality and severe morbidity seems to mainly involve those in whom symptomatic disease has lasted longer than six years. As the explanted liver is a morphologic normal liver, a sequential (domino) transplant has been carried out in 16 cases so far done--by one of the authors (ALF) on patients with either hepatocellular carcinoma or liver metastatic disease.